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President’s Report
At long last the foundation for our new shed is boxed and ready to go. Weather 
permitting, the concrete will be poured on Monday or Tuesday and, according to 
Westvic, the shed will be built to lock-up stage before October 20th.

We are well advanced with the work at Murnane’s in preparing the lining boards for 
the new shed. A big thank-you to the members who have been able to help with the 
project.

The Wood Design exhibition is getting closer. Please contact Carl Karacsay if you 
have an item for the exhibition.

Jean Arnold, Margo Griffiths and Don Creaves have not been very well lately and we all 
wish them a speedy recovery.

Norm McGeary

Please collect your raffle books from Margo.

We will need some volunteers for the Birregurra Expo both to load up on the 
Friday and to pack up on the Sunday at 4 pm. Please check the roster at the club 
rooms.

Thanks to all our members for their support with our club projects.



Major Event - November 25th - 26th
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Wood Design Exhibition Sponsors
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Margot’s Mysteries

They speak figuratively about the necessity to “lift the lid” on some scandal or mystery 
but, with one of Margot Fitzpatrick’s recent furniture restorations, this proved to be 
literally true.  
A small decorative table had been in Margot’s family for years. It had arrived in Australia in 
1854, coming from Scotland via India. I had seen better days. The ravages of time and small 
children had taken their toll on the table. As the Guild’s furniture restoration co-ordinator, 
Margot decided that it needed some TLC. 

When she examined the the underside of the table, Margot discovered that its top was, in 
fact, also a lid which could be unfastened and lifted. It was then that she discovered that 
someone had placed some folded paper on the platform beneath the lid, presumably to 
enhance stability or prevent rattling. When Margot unfolded the paper it proved to be a 
double broadsheet from The Bulletin newspaper’s October 28, 1920 edition which, it seems,  
had not seen the light of day since being placed there. Margot now suspects that it had 
been put there by her grandfather who owned a service station in the Riverina town of 
Barham. The date tallies and both pages are motor related. As a consequence of her lucky 
“find”, Margot now feels that the family history aspect of the table as well as her feeling of 
personal connection to it have been significantly deepened and enhanced.
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Margot’s Mysteries cont.

The pages from The Bulletin which Margot found hidden within her restoration project.

Margot has recently turned her attention to the approx. 55cm wide box shown above. It is an 
attractive piece with hidden compartments and removable sections but it shows telltale signs 
of some not-so-welcome repairs and alterations which have occurred over the years. 
Nonetheless, Margot now hopes to restore it to something like its original condition. Before 
proceeding with its renovation, however, and with the help of people like Neville Beechey, she 
is applying her recently-enhanced detective skills to determine the original purpose and 
construction of the box.
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Turning 89 might seem quite an achievement but Woodies 
stalwart, Stefan, took it all in his stride and, as you’ll see, he 
certainly  has not run out of puff.

A BIG BIRTHDAY
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Colac Garden & Lifestyle Expo
Colac Woodcrafters Guild was an active participant in the recent Garden and 
Lifestyle Expo conducted at Colac Showgrounds by St Mary’s School, so much so 
that CWG took out the prize for the best exhibit.

Georgie Connell and Lionel Boyd advise curious visitors.

Norm, Cliff and Roger relax after a hard day’s work.

Photos - Kathleen Harkins



SUCCESS!!
Eva’s table 

takes 
a great leap 

forward.

PROJECT UNIQUE
Eva Rennie is hoping an unexpected find will make for a happy ending.
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The story begins when Eva finds herself attracted to a wheeled contraption at a local second-hand 
dealership. She learns that, in times past, it had provided the frame for a Geelong flower-seller’s cart. 
So now a romantic history is added to the already strong appeal of this strange vehicle. Eva decides 
she has to have it.  But then she discovers the hard truth. It has a “sold” sticker on it. But does that 
deter Eva? No, because it seems the thing has been on-hold for quite some time. So Eva decides to 
locate the “holdee” and make her an offer she can’t refuse - and she doesn’t refuse. Eva gets her cart. 
End of story? Not quite.

The Flower Cart Base

The Timber Top

Eva has an idea on how to utilise the old flower cart but how 
to realise that idea? That’s where Colin Neal comes in. With 
Colin’s assistance she is able to source the magnificent lengths 
of blackwood shown at left. Eva has decided that she will have 
a movable outdoor table over 2.5 metres long. It will have a 
flower-cart frame and a blackwood top. But how to attach the 
top?  Again Colin is on hand.

PROJECT UNIQUE 
cont.



The Supporting Frame
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At some time or other, most members of the Woodcrafters Guild have availed themselves of Colin’s 
expertise and Eva is no exception. Together the two devised and built a custom frame that would sit 
atop the old cart and support the heavy blackwood top. This was an exacting task, perhaps the most 
difficult stage of this project. So it was with some elation that Eva, Colin and their Woodies colleagues 
celebrated its recent completion. So is it all downhill from here? It looks like it, but the Woodies know 
from experience that Murphy’s Law is always lurking in the background so their focus must be 
maintained right to the end. But one thing’s for sure, with the completion of the support frame, the 
end is now in sight.

PROJECT UNIQUE 
cont.

Photo - Cliff Tann
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Activity Co-ordinator Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Norm Griffiths 
0408 950 394

9 am

Rod Menzies 
0419 575 518

9 am

Kathleen Harkins 
0419 017 299

1 pm

Margot Fitzpatrick 
0424 478 691

1 pm

David McKenzie 
5231 5916

9 am

Norm Griffiths 
0408 950 394

3.30 pm

Cliff Tann 
5231 6706

9.30 am

!
Basic Woodturning

!
Workshop

!
Jewellery

!
Furniture Restoration

!
Workshop

!
Junior Workshop

!
Machine Instruction & Maintenance

Workshop Activities  
2017

Geelong

03 5223 1577
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All Aboard For The Dovetail Station

Norm McGeary recently demonstrated his all-in-one 
router station. If you have one of these and a bit of 
imagination and application, you can create perfect 
dovetails with relative ease.

SHOW AND TELL - NO 1



CONT.
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SHOW AND TELL - NO 1

Looking as much like a Mars exploration robot as a piece of woodworking 
machinery, Norm McGeary’s router station is a remarkable invention. 
Everything you need for creating dovetail joints is contained within about 
one cubic metre.

The router station

The dust-extraction setup from the rear



CONT.
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SHOW AND TELL - NO 1

Two quality routers sit below a bench top set upon 
a recycled chest of drawers. The routers are 
connected to power by way of two all-weather 
powerpoints.

The dual router system allows for minimal 
changing of router bits. A dovetail bit is installed 
on one side, a straight bit on the other.



CONT.
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SHOW AND TELL - NO 1

The dovetail jig is simply reversed before cutting 
with each bit.

The best part of Norm’s setup is that everything 
you need for creating dovetails is contained within 
the system. Jig, bits, tools, and even manuals, are 
located in the drawers below.
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A Visit To Colac Men’s Shed revealed that CWG is “not the only game in town” when it comes to woodworking. 
As can be seen above, Colin Box from the Men’s Shed is a veritable woodwork factory in himself. Like one of 
Santa’s helpers, Colin turns out lots of children’s toys, like these “fat-wheel” trucks, which he donates to 
charities for resale.

Colac Men’s Shed

COLAC 
Partner 31

5231 5811
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Small is beautiful

Rod Menzies has recently taken to carving 
wood. As usual, he has astounded us all with 
his attention to detail.

SHOW AND TELL - NO 2

Rod’s interest in wood carving was partly inspired by his 
acquisition of these pieces of beautiful Huon pine.
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SHOW AND TELL - NO 2

Some of Rod’s carving tools and the sort of scabbard that is 
used to protect their ultra-sharp blades.

The Knives

The need to protect carving tools less uniform in shape than 
knives caused Rod to combine his carving and box-making 
skills to create delightful little devices like the one shown at 
left.

Curved protection

Here are some of Rod’s tools in their protective containers as 
well as two small spoons, products of his recent carving 
efforts.

Little Gems

One of the elegant little spoons (approx 100-150mm) that 
Rod has carved from Huon pine.

The Spoons
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Date/s Club Dates General

As required
Building and Exhibition Sub-committee 

Meetings 
(Ideas, suggestions, attendance, welcome)

Sep 23 - 3 Oct
Royal Melbourne Show 

(See CWC website for Art, Craft & Cookery 
competition schedule which includes the 
categories of Marquetry, Toy Making & 

Woodcraft)

Oct 14-15 Birregurra Festival & Art Show

Oct 18 - 11 
Nov

“Double Take In Wood” (see below ***) 
Victorian Woodworker’s Association 

Manningham Art Gallery

Nov 3 - 5
Colac Show 

Colac Showgrounds

Nov 11-12
Proposed French Polishing Workshop 

With Neville Beechey

Nov 24-26
Colac Wood Design Exhibition 

COPACC, Colac

Dec 9
Christmas Sale 

Colac Showgrounds

Dec 20
Sausage Sizzle 
Bunnings Colac

Diary Dates 2017

***  A juried exhibition of Australian contemporary woodwork with two distinct starting points - 
 Take 1 Fine Woodworking - showcasing the breadth and talent of Aust wood design. 
 Take 2 Create From A Crate - challenging woodworkers to make a beautiful object or
  furniture piece from discarded timber pallets and crates.

Entry Forms are available at the Guild’s shed for 
Australian Wood Design’s, Contemporary Wood Design 
Awards. Closing Date for  entries is 4th December, 2017.
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Committee of Management

President 
Norm McGeary 
normmcgeary@bigpond.com 
5231 2368  

Vice-President 
Rod Menzies 
rrws@bigpond.com 
0419 575 518  

Secretary 
Margot Fitzpatrick 
margotfitzpatrick@msn.com 
5232 1124  

Treasurer 
Kathleen Harkins 
kmbharkins@gmail.com 
0490 017 299 

Committee Member 
Carl Karacsay 
karacsayfurnishings@gmail.com 
5233 8369  

Committee Member 
Lionel Boyd 
lionel01@hotmail.com.au 
0407 627 511 

Committee Member 
Kerryn Turner 
kerryn444@yahoo.com.au 
0439 615 882

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR WOODCRAFT SUPPLIES

03 5243 0522

mailto:rrws@bigpond.com
mailto:rrws@bigpond.com
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P.O. Box 
Colac 3250 

Established 1980 

Affiliated with 
The Council of Victorian Woodworking Clubs 
Incorporated Reg No A00335645F

Be sure to visit the new CWC website - lots of 
stuff of interest there. 

https://www.councilwoodworkclubs.org

Newsletter submissions, suggestions, queries 
Contact 

Peter Cross 
harcrosses@gmail.com 

0400 562 992

1300 551 810


